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Thanks for the ones attending today.
We had following action points to cover:
1. The task list was updated according to meeting discussions and decisions
2. We managed to go through all 5.4.2021 comments and reviews of the Gtee base template
- Harri will clean up the template according to discussions and share it to the team and make it available to
next meeting final review (G2.3 was opened and G2.2 was closed)
3. Harri showed the start of the more sophisticated JSON schema and sample case payload of the rental
gtee case (G4)
- a task G4.1 was created to make the JSON schema model available at the Standardised Trust GitHub
repository for the interested developers later when the schema is ready for the first reviews
- schema work, as stated earlier, will continue
4. Olli will invite counter-gtee case team to discuss the case in May (G5)
5. The rental gtee review was finalised and closed (G6)
6. Laura has update the Performance gtee case to new template with comments (G7.1)
- comments to be reviewed in the next meeting and discussion on the continuation to issuance
7. Riitta and Gunnar will agree on next separate meeting for the Customs gtee cases (G8)
8. Hugo will give short presentation on the ISDGP summary on the next meeting (G11)
- moved to next meeting
9. DVS (Digital Vault Services) presentation will be held on the 9th of June (G12)
10. Riitta, Gunnar and Harri will answer this week the Trade Finance Global (Deepesh) fireside interview
questions (G13) and the output will be there available externally later in June.
11. Saila has started working with the DC template and the raw template will be discussed in the next
meeting with upcoming tasks related to that (DC2.1)
12. See you on the 15th of June!
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